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Blouw, Lambert address concerns
Laurier president Max Blouw and Students’ Union president Sam Lambert met with Laurier
Student Voices and other students to discuss budget issues and the recent staff cuts
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

A public meeting between the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union and student group
Laurier Student Voices took
place Thursday night to discuss
any questions or concerns about
recent staff cuts and budget issues.
The meeting was a followup to an impromptu meeting
on March 10 between the two
groups when students “occupied” the Students’ Union office
following the announcement
that 22 positions at the university
were cut.
Laurier president and vicechancellor Max Blouw, Students’

“We’re continuing to work
to figure out what our next
steps are...”

-Sam Lambert, Students’
Union president

Union president and CEO Sam
Lambert and incoming Students’
Union president Olivia Matthews
were all in attendance, along
with some Union board members and concerned students.
Lambert opened the discussion at the meeting about the

Union’s position when it comes
to administrative cuts.
“It’s not our job or part of our
mandate to represent faculty
and staff. It is however our job to
advocate with the administration
and to make sure that in situations like this that the student
experience isn’t impacted in a
negative way,” he told the room.
Blouw also explained in the
meeting Laurier is in a “financial
position where it was necessary
for the cuts to take place.”
“I think it’s very important
that we recognize that we did
communicate to the extent that
we thought we could prior to the
actions that were taken,” he said.
Campus, page 5
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Describe your perfect grilled cheese

“Super cheesy and the bread
is perfectly golden brown.”
–Alexandra Cavadas, secondyear communication studies
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Photo Editor: Andreas Patsiaouros
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“Processed cheese, tomatoes
and maybe bacon.”

“Cheddar cheese and on the
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david’s tea & pizza

• Board Games & Crafts
• Chance to win giftcards
• other awesome things that
we are working on but could
not currently announce
(ooh mystery)
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taught by
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COLOPHON

The Cord is the official student
newspaper of the Wilfrid Laurier
University community.
Started in 1926 as the College
Cord, The Cord is an editorially
independent newspaper published
by Wilfrid Laurier University
Student Publications, Waterloo, a
corporation without share capital.
WLUSP is governed by its board
of directors.
Opinions expressed within The
Cord are those of the author and
do not necessarily refl ect those
of the editorial board, The Cord,
WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb Printing
Inc. All content appearing in The
Cord bears the copyright expressly
of their creator(s) and may not be

used without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac
OS X 10.5 using Adobe Creative
Suite 4. Canon cameras are used
for principal photography.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Ontario Press
Council since 2006. Any unsatisfi
ed complaints can be sent to the
council at info@ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for a
normal Wednesday issue is 6,000
copies and enjoys a readership
of over 10,000. Cord subscription
rates are $20.00 per term for addresses within Canada.
The Cord has been a proud
member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.

PREAMBLE

The Cord will keep faith with its
readers by presenting news and
expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately and fairly.
The Cord believes in a balanced
and impartial presentation of all
relevant facts in a news report,
and of all substantial opinions in a
matter of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall

uphold all commonly held ethical
conventions of journalism. When
an error of omission or of commission has occurred, that error
shall be acknowledged promptly.
When statements are made that
are critical of an individual, or an
organization, we shall give those
affected the opportunity to reply at
the earliest time possible. Ethical
journalism requires impartiality,
and consequently conflicts of
interest and the appearance of
conflicts of interest will be avoided
by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world around
it, and so The Cord will attempt to
cover its world with a special focus
on Wilfrid Laurier University, and
the community of Kitchener-Waterloo, and with a special ear to the
concerns of the students of Wilfrid
Laurier University. Ultimately,
The Cord will be bound by neither
philosophy nor geography in its
mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to
foster freedom of the press and
freedom of speech. This obligation
is best fulfilled when debate and
dissent are encouraged, both in the

internal workings of the paper, and
through The Cord’s contact with
the student body.
The Cord will always attempt
to do what is right, with fear of
neither repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the student
press is to act as an agent of social
awareness,
and so shall
conduct the
affairs of our
newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“Bryan, take your fat body
out of here.”
-Senior News Editor Marissa
Evans after Bryan LIED and
said Neil from Art Attack
is dead
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STARTUP

Making classrooms more efficient
CONNOR WARD
LEAD REPORTER

A Kitchener-based company
started by several former students of the University of Waterloo has been named one of the
coolest college startups of 2015
by Inc.com. The company, Chalk.
com, ranked highly amongst
many upcoming companies.
Chalk has been described as
the Microsoft Office for teachers.
The company offers a suite of
productivity applications for kindergarten to grade 12 educators
to help make their classrooms
more efficient. The applications
are designed to help teachers with their lesson planning
and assessment, and are linked
through a general dashboard.
“We’re here to empower teachers and we think they’re doing
some really amazing things,” said
William Zhou, co-founder of
Chalk. “If we can save them time,
they can spend time on what
really matters, which is their
students.”
Chalk started off in 2011 as an
idea for a venture that could be
started through the University
of Waterloo’s Velocity Garage
startup incubator space. After attaining the funding from
Velocity, Zhou and the other
co-founders worked on Chalk
over the next eight months, using

DANNY GUO/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Ryan McKay-Fleming, William Zhou and Suraj Srinivas, University of Waterloo grads, are the founders of Chalk.

two co-op work terms to delve
into their new company fulltime. However in the following
year they faced many challenges
as they started turning a project
idea into a viable business.
“2012 was a very tough year
for the business. We used to sell
to teachers at $30 a pop,” said
Zhou. “We got about a hundred
teachers that bought the product
in 2012, and if you do the math
that’s $3,000, and you can’t run a
business on $3,000.”
Towards the end of the year,
Chalk was facing a hard reality

that many startups often come
to realize. Chalk had made few
sales and had not accumulated
enough money to keep going.
However this was precisely the
time the company had its first
big break.
“At the end of 2012 we got a
call from a Texas school district
that wanted to purchase a bulk
license, 72 licenses in fact, and
they said they wanted it that day,”
said Zhou. “We skipped classes,
sent it off and closed the deal,
and that one deal trumped our
entire year of sales to teachers.”

Zhou and his co-founders decided to contact the Texas school
district, asking why they suddenly decided to purchase their
product. The district mentioned
that some of their teachers were
already using Chalk and wished
to expand the product’s use in
their schools. This was a breakthrough realization for Chalk,
as they discovered what would
drive their sales would be the
adoption and use of their product by teachers.
“Now it’s completely for free
for teachers,” said Zhou. “The

teachers are our champions, they
are our allies and they’re helping
us make those sales to districts.”
Today, over 100,000 teachers
are using Chalk across North
America, mostly in states like
California, New York and Texas.
The company is rapidly expanding, moving from the Velocity
Garage space in February to a
new office in downtown Kitchener’s innovation district and
are hiring an additional three
employees.
“As we build on the platform,
as we gain more traction in
schools and school districts, I
really hope we can do more,”
said Zhou. “Not only with how
to make them more productive, but eventually getting to a
point where we can actually give
actionable insights to teachers, giving them heads up even
before things are boiling up, so
to speak.”
As a former computer science
student at UW, Zhou also had
some words of advice for aspiring student entrepreneurs.
“Building companies is incredibly tough and there’s going to be
a lot of bumps in the road, and
unless you’re working on something you’re actually passionate
about, that you want to work on
day in and day out, it’s going to
be very hard to get to where you
want to be.”

ABORIGINAL INITIATIVES

Recognition brought to
Aboriginal land claims
Syllabi acknowledge WLU located on First Nations land
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Students in the English and film
studies department at Wilfrid
Laurier University may have noticed an addition to their course
syllabi this semester.
There is now a statement at
the top of many syllabi which
reads, “We acknowledge that we
are on the traditional territory
of the Neutral, Anishnawbe and
Haudenosaunee peoples.”
This was an idea put forward
by Ute Lischke, chair of the English and film studies department.
She explained her hope is
students will notice the addition
of the statement on their syllabi
and will bring it up in class, generating discussion.
“Being aware that we are sitting on First Nations land — it’s
really important, I think, that that
gets acknowledged, that we talk
about it, that we put it into the
open,” she continued. “We don’t
do this nearly enough.”
Laurier is located on the
Haldimand tract, a strip of land
running 10 kilometres on either
side of the Grand River which
was given to the Six Nations Confederacy in a treaty. According
to Lischke, most students don’t
know this about the university’s
location.
“We’re trying to introduce

more indigenous courses at the
university. We’re also trying to
indigenize the curriculum. So
just bring about awareness and
acknowledging the presence
of indigenous peoples that we
shared the land with,” Lischke
said.
Jean Becker, senior advisor of
Aboriginal initiatives at Laurier, said when Lischke told her
about the idea she thought it was
fantastic.
“One of the challenges for
indigenous students is the lack of
awareness of indigenous people,
of indigenous history, of indigenous cultures, of our continued
existence and in our invisibility
in Canadian society,” Becker
said.
Indigenous people, she continued, are not well represented in
the education system.
“I think that any effort to
include indigenous people is
valuable.”
Becker said it brings attention
to the fact that land claims are
contemporary issues. The education system teaches that these
issues are things of the past,
when really they remain relevant
today.
Currently, the statement only
appears on the syllabi of courses
in the department of English and
film studies. But Lischke hopes
that other departments will start

to do this as well and eventually have it be a university-wide
practice.
The idea for the statement was
brought up at the dean’s advisory
council, where it was met with
some controversy, Lischke said.
One opinion was that it was an
empty gesture.
“Well we said that no, it’s not
an empty gesture for us because
we’re also doing initiatives to
celebrate indigenous culture,”
Lischke said.
For example, the department
runs an indigenous film series
and is often involved in events
being run by the Aboriginal Student Centre.
Other issues people had with
the statement, she said, were that
syllabi are already too cluttered
or that the statement is political
in nature, and therefore does not
have a place on syllabi.
Cammy Szabo, a third-year
general arts student at Laurier,
feels putting territorial acknowledgments on syllabi or even
making such statements at
events isn’t helpful. They believe
it has just become a trend.
“It doesn’t delve into anything
more than that and that’s probably where the problem lies,
is there’s no effort being made
to actually begin to heal all the
wounds that we as settlers have
caused and to de-colonialize

ANDREAS PATSIAOUROS/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Syllabi in English and film studies department now include this statement.

our lives as much as is possible,”
Szabo said.
In response to these concerns,
instructors have the option to not
include the statement on their
syllabi.
“My argument would be you
talk about it,” Lischke said. “You
bring it out into the open, you
put it out there and you discuss
it.”
The statement also enacts
indigenous protocol, where you
acknowledge the territory that
you are in and recognize the people of that territory have allowed
you to be there.
“How fantastic is that, to actu-

ally bring an indigenous protocol
into our institution in such a way
that every student will see that,”
Becker said.
From here, Becker said she
would like to see more education
at Laurier around indigenous
culture.
“We need to retell Canada’s
history and we need to retell it
more honestly than we have in
the past,” she said. “I think there
is so much potential for us to
do some really good education
about indigenous people and
our place and our role in this
country which has been buried
and denied.”
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Journey on Wall St.

TECHNOLOGY

Laurier alum talks about his experience with fair trading
and becoming a prominent business figure in New York
ERIKA YMANA
STAFF WRITER

Bradley Katsumaya graduated
from Wilfrid Laurier University with a bachelor of business
administration in 2001 and is
now one of the most prominent
figures on Wall Street.
After working as an associate
at the Royal Bank of Canada on
Canadian soil, Katsumaya was
transferred to RBC in New York
to do equity trading.
From 2007 to 2009, Katsumaya
expanded his work on a global
scale, first running equity trading
in the United States, and then
moving onto global electronic
sales and trading for RBC.
The strong business and economics education he received
at Laurier helped Katsumaya’s
understanding of the world,
fair finance and stock markets,
despite having to leave the co-op
program to keep his internship
at RBC.
“Laurier did a lot of casework
so I learned how to work well
with people. I built some of my
closest friendships there,” he
said.
He further explained the balance between learning at school
and learning on the job.
“I think school in general
teaches you a lot about how to
learn, and most of life is learned
on the job, but it definitely gives
you an approach to tackling
obstacles and challenges.”
Katsumaya emphasized the
importance of three things to
current students, regardless of
whether they’re in business: networking, hard work and humility.

“Life has certainly
changed quite a bit.”

-Brad Katsumaya, Laurier alumnus

“Networking is extremely
important. Surrounding yourself
with good people is extremely
important,” he said.
“Find mentors and engage
with them in a productive way.
Second is just work ethic. No
matter how talented you are, you
just have to be willing to outwork
your competitors.
“Thirdly, I think you always
have to have a sense of humility.
No matter what you have accomplished, no matter what you
want to accomplish, it is always
better to be humble than the
opposite.”
He said all three aspects are
interdependent and each is necessary to sustain the other.
While Katsumaya was at RBC
in New York, he learned about issues surrounding computerized
high-frequency trading, which
asserts that the stock market is
rigged for the benefit of insiders.
Katsumaya tackled the issue
directly, an issue that has been
prevalent for years on Wall
Street.
He didn’t like the way highfrequency trading was taking
over the stock market, and in
2012, left RBC to start his own

broker-dealer company called
IEX, which launched in October
2013.
This garnered him the title as
hero in Michael Lewis’ bestseller,
Flash Boys: A Wall Street Revolt.
The tell-all book received a
mixed review of acceptance and
opposition, and opened Katsumaya’s life to the press and
public.
He has been interviewed on
television segments such as 60
minutes and CNBC, in which he
was able to explain and defend
his beliefs.
Since bringing attention to the
issue of high-frequency trading,
Katsumaya also has been called a
“fear monger.”
He was further accused of
blowing the issue out of proportion.
He will continue to find himself in the public eye when the
paperback version of Flash Boys
comes out next week.
Regardless, Katsumaya continues to be the humble businessman on Wall Street approaching
stock markets with a fair approach.
“Life has certainly changed
quite a bit,” Katsumaya told The
Cord in an e-mail.
“I am now stopped on the
street and recognized in the
weirdest places. The media attention has certainly been good
for our business, both attracting
new customers and also a lot of
talent to join the IEX team.”
“I have met a lot of interesting
people who I never imagined I
would be interacting with and
am very thankful to be in this
position.”

JOSHUA AWOLADE/GRAPHICS EDITOR

App aims to
improve vocab
MADDY CUTTS
STAFF WRITER

Campus innovation and technology have come together for the
development of a smartphone
application, called VocApp,
aimed at expanding student
vocabulary.
The app was born out of an
idea by Nadine LeGros, educational developer with intercultural communication and Boba
Samuels, former manager of the
Writing Centre, to aid international students with expanding
their vocabulary.
“We were initially thinking
about resources that would support the international students,
but then we very quickly realized
that the domestic undergraduate
students also really needed some
support with their vocabulary,”
said LeGros. “And so we just
thought it would be great having
an app where the students would
have a word a day downloaded
to them.”
The words, which come from
an academic vocabulary list
found through research, are accompanied by a definition and
example sentences to simplify
comprehension as much as possible.
“When you look at a dictionary, sometimes you can hit
circular definitions where it says
like now go look at this definition, and then you’re back to the
old one,” said Haydn Lawrence,
a PhD student at Wilfrid Laurier
University and the principle
developer of the program.
“So one of the biggest things
was creating a way to show how
these words are used, in a very
well thought out but easy way.”
Following an initial launch in
October 2013, the Writing Centre
paired with the department of
communications, public affairs
and marketing to upgrade the
graphics and layout of the app.
The recent re-launch of the
app included not only these
changes, but the addition of a
Spanish language edition of the

“We were initially thinking
about resources that would
support the international
students...”

-Nadine LeGros, educational developer
with intercultural communication

app as well, both available for
free download on both Apple
and Android platforms.
“When I saw [the English
language app], I thought I have
to do this for Spanish too,” said
Maria de Luna Villalón, an assistant professor of Spanish. “I
was thinking basically of firstyear Spanish students, and how
this would be useful for them to
use in the classroom and in their
tutorials.”
The Spanish app, which was
created by de Luna Villalón and
undergraduate student Biljana Josifova was funded by the
languages and literature department. It is also tailored to the
vocabulary first-year Spanish
classes teach.
Though only recently
launched, staff have been quick
to share the new technology with
students, integrating it into their
classrooms by using the categorized vocabulary and cloud
technology to create interactive
word banks and sentences.
“[Students] find it useful, so
that’s the most important part.
This specific Spanish VocApp
was started specifically for them,
the first-year Spanish students
at Laurier, so that they can have
another resource and mobile
learning is something that’s
really a trend recently,” said de
Luna Villalón.
De Luna Villalón said it’s
helped with student interaction
within the classroom as well.
“It’s nice because usually you
have to ask a specific student to
speak up, to participate, but in
this case it was like slow down.”
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Student doubts
addressed

Meeting discusses budget issues
–cover
According to Blouw, Laurier’s
revenue is declining because of a
low number of students applying
to the faculty of arts. He also attributed the decline to the demographic dip with university-aged
students in Ontario.
“There are fewer universityaged students in Ontario than
there were last year and there
will be fewer again next year,”
said Blouw. “So in order for Laurier to grow, it needs to attract a
number of students.”
When asked about the Milton
campus, Blouw said he believes
the investment will help the university grow. The town of Milton
is one of the fastest growing communities in Canada, he continued. “If Laurier doesn’t establish
the task, someone else will.”
Afterwards, Lambert said he
believes the meeting was helpful
for looking into how the Students’ Union can improve their
communication with students.

“We’re looking at a
Students’ Union and a
student body next year
that will have a lot more
agency ... “
-Connor Young, fourth-year student

“We’re continuing to work to
figure out what our next steps are
and how we can figure out how
to communicate on behalf of
them and the rest of the student
body going forward,” he said.
Connor Young, a fourth-year
student and a representative of
LSV thought the meeting was
productive for their group.
“I think after the meeting ended, we’re looking at a Students’
Union and a student body next
year that will have a lot more

WILL HUANG/PHOTO EDITOR

WLU president Max Blouw and Students’ Union president Sam Lambert listen to concerns from students Thurs.

agency and they’ll start advocating on their own behalf,” he said.
Young felt having Blouw in
attendance was a good opportunity to get more answers.
“At first, I wasn’t particularly happy because we didn’t
know and we were coming in
there with questions prepared
for WLUSU, so I was a little bit
shocked he was there, but then
I realized like, okay this is about

getting answers,” he said.
During the meeting, Young
asked the Union about the two
interpretations of data available
to students — one being from the
Wilfrid Laurier University Faculty
Association and the other from
the administration. Young requested that the Students’ Union
interpret the data and provide
students with the information.
“That way we actually have a

student perspective on it and
how this is going to affect students,” said Young.
Overall, Young felt the Students’ Union held a productive
meeting.
“They were really receptive to
what we were saying, but at the
same time they weren’t getting
too much because obviously they
sit under a bureaucracy and they
have to follow certain rules.”

RENOVATIONS

Turret renovations to expand services
KAITLYN SEVERIN
LEAD REPORTER

Plans are in motion to make
some big changes to the Turret nightclub at Wilfrid Laurier
University.
The Turret facility, normally
used for socials, banquets and
“Turret Saturdays,” is going to be
renovated to accommodate more
people outside the university.
This includes semi-formals, weddings and banquets, as well as an
additional study space area.
According to Phil Champagne,
executive director and chief operating officer of the Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union,
the idea for the project started
over a year and a half ago.
“The idea is to kind of open
up that floor and give it back to
students during usable hours
while still be able to turn it into a
nightclub when we need to turn
it into the nightclub,” he said.
Former executive director Roly

JESSICA DIK/LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

Webster approached Champagne and director of hospitality
services Jeyas Balaskanthan with
the idea to expand the Turret.
According to the Students’
Union president and CEO, Sam
Lambert, they are currently in
the middle of the design process.
For this aspect, the Union

reached out to Conestoga College where students had the opportunity to present their ideas
for the space, Lambert said.
Right now, Champagne said
they are picking and choosing
what they like from the designs.
“Ultimately when we have a
budget ready to go, we’ll reach

out to the university and have
them partner with us in terms of
executing a project like that,” said
Champagne.
The Students’ Union, which
operates the Turret, currently has
a verbal commitment from the
university, but will need a written agreement before deciding
on a budget.
“We want to learn from our
past mistakes and actually make
sure that all the financing is
ready to go before we move forward and actually start a project,”
Champagne explained.
The next step in the process is
bringing in architects at the end
of March or April to see if the
ideas are feasible in the Turret
space.
Lambert explained the architects they will approach will be
the same ones the university
uses for their projects.
“We want to go through the
university so they can bring in
their architects that they nor-

mally use because there’s been
construction in this building
before, [so] just making sure it’s
all in line,” said Lambert.
According to Lambert, the biggest constraint with the capital
expansion project is the money
and how much the university is
going to be able to provide.
“We have no money, the
university doesn’t really have
any money, so we’re thinking
Student Life Levy because it will
really enhance student life. It’s
where we’ll be getting the majority of the funding, we just have to
get the proposal together.”
Renovations to the Turret will
start in the summer with small
changes, such as bringing in new
furniture.
Bigger changes will be in the
process by spring 2016.
“We can get drawings and get
ready to go that year, sometime
next April or May, so we might
be able to break ground so to
speak,” said Champagne.

Elizabeth Arden (neé Florence Nightingale Graham), 1939 (b/w photo) / Creator(s): Fisher, Alan, photographer / [Public domain], via Library of Congress

“Our only limitations are those
which we set up in our own minds,
or permit others to establish for us.”
› Elizabeth Arden: Self-Made Maven
In a time when women dare not wear make-up or run their own businesses, Elizabeth
daringly did both. She was not a trained chemist, yet she pioneered the concept of
scientifically formulating cosmetics. She was not a business graduate, yet she created
a global empire. Curiosity and drive were her teachers; the world, her classroom.
We think Elizabeth would have simply adored AU, giving people all over the world
the chance to make their mark, on their terms, in their time. Beautiful.

open. online. everywhere.
Learn more at business.athabascau.ca
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269 charges laid during St. Patrick’s Day
Last Tuesday, almost 270
charges were laid as St. Patrick’s Day celebrations raged
in Waterloo.
Waterloo Regional Police Service, Wilfrid Laurier
University Special Constable
Service and Waterloo by-law
officers handed out infractions, mainly for liquor-related charges.
Liquor charges included
204 for open alcohol, 23 for
possession or consumption
of alcohol under the age of
19, one for being intoxicated
in public, two for unlawfully
keeping liquor for sale and
two for unlawfully selling
liquor.
11 people were charged for
urinating in public and seven
were charged for trespassing.
Last year 142 charges were
laid during St. Paddy’s celebrations.
HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

L: The St. Jacobs Farmers’ Market building after it burned down in September 2013. R: Construction is well underway and will soon be completed.

Brooklyn artist
brings project to
Kitchener
Tatyana Fazlalizadeh, an artist
based in Brooklyn, New York,
has been installing posters
in public spaces across many
cities for the purpose of challenging gendered violence.
Her project is called “Stop
Telling Women to Smile:
Using Art to Tackle Sexual
Harassment.” A wall on a
building at 153 Frederick
Street in downtown Kitchener
is adorned with art reading,
“Stop telling women to smile.”
She has been displaying
posters of women with that
phrase across North America
to emphasize that telling
women to smile is in fact
sexual harassment, something she has experienced on
the street herself.

St. Jacobs rises from the ashes
Over a year after burning down, the Farmers’ Market is being rebuilt and will
boast an extra 10,000 square feet of space to allow for additional vendors
ERIKA YMANA
STAFF WRITER

On Sept. 2, 2013, St. Jacobs Farmers’ Market lit up in flames, the
cause of which remains undetermined. However, following the
fire there was no hesitation in
providing a temporary place of
business for vendors while plans
for its rebuilding were considered. A little over a year later, the
building is almost finished as it
prepares to open in early June.
Overall, the exterior portion
of the building is nearly finished
including the windows and
drywall.
The next few months will be
spent finishing the interior and
completing the rest.
Marcus Shantz, president of
Mercedes Corporation, which
owns the Farmers’ Market build-

ing, said the new building will be
10,000 square feet larger, making
more room for seating and wider
aisles. This will also mean 20 per
cent more vendor space.
More importantly, the new
building will have sprinklers.
“We were happy to put sprinklers in the building,” Shantz
said.
There was no external pressure
for the $5-million project, as the
company and the community are
in support of providing a permanent space for vendors.
“We’re getting lots of nice
comments from people and
people seem to be excited by it
… the vendors are very excited
by it and we’re very encouraged
by that,” said Shantz. “I hope that
it continues to be a hub for the
community and a place where
the vendors and the customers

“We’re getting lots of nice
comments from people
and people seem to be
excited by it...”

-Marcus Shantz, president of
Mercedes Corporation

continue to interact as they have
in the past.”
Devin Petteplace, communications coordinator and executive
assistant to the mayor of Woolwich, said the township has fully
supported the market rebuilding,
as Woolwich encompasses St.
Jacobs.
“From a logistics perspective,

it was really just about providing approvals for planning and
development which was fairly
simplistic. We as a township
had indicated at the time of the
fire that we’d be happy to work
with Mercedes Corp. to make
sure that it flows smoothly and I
believe it has,” said Petteplace.
The market is a significant
tourist attraction for the township of Woolwich and for the
community.
The fire has not hindered the
circulation of business by vendors and the spirit of the community.
“To have that feeling of being
whole again with the construction of the new building, it will be
really significant for the township from a tourism and from
a heritage perspective,” said
Petteplace.

MAY LEASES – SIGN UP TODAY!
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Fully Furnished
3, 4, 5 bedroom suites
Panoramic windows and natural light
Large bedrooms with private ensuite

BRING THIS FLYER & GET ONE MONTH FREE
Limited availability

328 Regina St. N.
Waterloo, ON
N2J 0B5

315 King St. N.
Waterloo, ON
N2J 0B7

256 Phillip ST.

Waterloo, ON
N2J 6B6
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Clearpath developing ‘futuristic’ robots
UW grads’ company develop driverless robots to ‘interact with humans’ in a warehouse setting
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Robots are becoming an important and exciting factor in
many industries with the help of
Clearpath Robotics. The company is based out of Kitchener and
sells robots to over 40 countries
around the world and serves
over 500 customers.
Recently, they received $14
million in funding from the
United States venture firm, RRE
Ventures.The funding will go
toward the development of new
technology as well as expanding
their workforce.
“To date, Clearpath has really
been focused on research and
development,” said Meghan
Hennessey, marketing communications manager at Clearpath
Robotics.
“So developing products
that are research platforms —
vehicles that can be used by
researchers around the world to
help them take their research to
the field and do testing to work
on these next generations robotics technology.”
The new technology is in the
sector of industrial robotics,
more specifically designing robots that will handle materials in

PHOTO COURTESY OF CLEARPATH ROBOTICS

warehouse environments.
One of the things Clearpath
will be doing is working with developments in SLAM technology,
this is simultaneous localization
and mapping, which involves
researchers developing “techniques to help them localize the
robots, understand their environment and then map it out.”

They will apply this to their
industrial robotics which will
be used inside of warehouses.
Warehouses will be able to take
Clearpath’s robotic platform and
software, place it in their environment and it will do its job.
According to Hennessey, this is
quite futuristic for the industry.
Hennessey said this is similar

technology to what is being used
in driverless cars, but applied to
a different setting.
“What’s really cool about
these is they’re safety rated,” she
continued.
“So they can interact with
humans in ways that traditional
or conventional industrial warehouse robots haven’t been able
to.”
For example, if a robot is going
along an aisle and a human or
object passes in front of it, it will
stop and allow it to pass.
According to Hennessey, they
should have prototypes of their
next industrial robot by late
spring or early summer this year
with a possible launch in the fall.
Clearpath currently has 80
employees and are hoping over
the next 18 to 24 months to have
around 140.
They will be hiring people
across all areas of their company,
from operations to marketing
support, but Hennessey noted
their need for engineers.
“The reason they started the
business here and decided to
keep the business here … is because of the excellent talent pool
that surrounds this area with
Wilfrid Laurier and University
of Waterloo and Conestoga Col-

lege,” she said.
“It’s fantastic especially as
we’re a growing company we
want to embrace that young,
innovative group of people that
are coming out of university
and take them in to be a part of
something big.”
In particular they enjoy being
able to provide jobs to mechatronics graduates from UW. This
is a fairly new program which
the co-founders of Clearpath —
Matthew Rendall, Ryan Gariepy,
Patrick Martinson and Bryan
Webb — actually graduated
from. According to Hennessey
there aren’t a lot of jobs out there
yet for mechatronics graduates.
“For Clearpath to be able to
fill even a little bit of that void
with the opportunities that are
directly related to the mechatronics is really exciting for us,”
she said.
As of late, Hennessey said they
have noticed that the general
public has become more aware
of robots in the world.
“We think there’s a huge opportunity for robotics to enter
essentially any industry,” she
said. “For Clearpath robotics
we expect to automate anything
that moves. If it has wheels, we’ll
automate it.”

COMMUNITY

Mural project
gets greenlight
Local artist will install 100-foot mural
in the Stanley Park area of Kitchener
JULIA VASILYEVA
STAFF WRITER

David Whitley, a local artist from
Kitchener, has recently received
permission from the city to create a 100-foot-long by 8-footwide outdoor mural along the
back of a fence on River Road in
the Stanley Park area.
“I just decided to draw some
ideas that I feel families, children
and young people will enjoy and
hopefully it’ll be bright, colourful and something interesting
and something different in our
neighbourhood,” said Whitley.
“We’re kind of just excited about
getting it going.”
According to Whitley, he began painting in January, but has
been working on sketches and
preparing for the mural since last
summer.
He calls the mural The Cat’s
Pajamas, a name he determined
after looking up names to reflect
lightheartedness and the theme
of childhood. He wants the
mural to reflect how children
interpret different images.
“For me, there were just certain things from childhood that
I remember,” explained Whitley.
“Like, the first pair of running
shoes in the spring or … I’ve got
another part in [the mural] about
swimming in the lake and there’s
sea serpents, dinosaurs and
roller coasters.”
“Not necessarily concrete
image ideas, they’re more like
dream-like fantasy ideas that
reflect the ideas or feelings that I
remember having as a kid.”
Whitley has worked in adver-

tising and paints caricatures and
other larger pieces as a hobby.
He has been interested in drawing since he was a little kid and
continued to pursue it throughout his life.
“I always tell the same story
about when I was in grade one
and the teacher took my desk
and put it out in the hall because
I kept drawing on it,” he said.
“The principal [came] down
and they gave me a cloth and a
spray bottle and made me clean
the drawings off of my desk. Why
they wouldn’t have just supplied
me with some scrap paper I
don’t know. But I’ve always liked
drawing so it’s something that
I’ve always done throughout my
life.”
He will be installing 25 fourfoot by eight-foot panels on his
backyard fence, which overlooks
River Rd. However, before this
can be done he hopes to raise
money for the supplies for the
project, which he is backing
himself.
He started a Kickstarter
campaign and has raised nearly
$4,000 of the $6,500 goal. The
campaign ends on April 1.
“We’re getting a little nervous
whether or not Kickstarter is
gonna — whether we’ve got
enough supporters ... we’re starting to worry about whether or
not we’ll meet our goal or not,”
Whitley said.
“I think it would be great to
meet the goal but I think we may
have set the bar a little high.”
If all goes well with the campaign, Whitley hopes to have the
mural completed by mid-July.

VERITAS CAFÉ IS

OPEN EARLY

COFFEE STARTS BREWING AT 7:30
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White Rabbit not
student-friendly
BETHANY BOWLES
STAFF WRITER

This weekend I went to the new
restaurant and bar White Rabbit
in uptown Waterloo. As a fan of
uptown and all the unique and
interesting restaurants one can
find there, I was really looking
forward to going here. However
after going once, I can safely say I
have zero interest in returning.
White Rabbit has been open
for a few weeks now and I had
heard little about it, only that it
was new and that they have a variety of house cocktails to choose
from. I went there for dinner
without knowing what exactly to
expect.
The inside is immaculately
decorated. It’s tiny but has
beautiful furniture and fixtures.
I immediately felt like I was in
some hipster indie rock bar in
downtown Toronto. They also
played great music; no top 40,
just 80s and 90s rock.
The service did not start off
overly well. It took about 10
minutes before a waitress even
acknowledged us and when
asked what White Rabbit was all

about, the staff member didn’t
have a lot of knowledge. All she
could tell me was they squeeze
their own fresh juice and seemed
all around annoyed by my questions.
I was really excited to try a
house cocktail, especially after
learning that they make fresh
juice in-house. They have four
basic house cocktails with a creative twist. I ordered the Rabbit
Greyhound — a combination of
vodka, grapefruit juice, champagne and cucumber. At $8 I was
expecting a tall drink, but it was
in a short glass, full of ice, that I
finished in about five minutes.
Don’t get me wrong, it was a
good drink — refreshing, cool
and citrusy — but at that price I
could only get one when I could
have easily drank three.
The food menu is far from your
typical bar menu. No burgers,
wings or french fries could be
found. I tried to tell myself not
to be so narrow-minded and
try something new, but I did
not understand the menu. The
sandwich menu consisted of
items like a meatloaf sandwich,
smoked tofu and two different
brisket choices. Trying to pick
something was difficult with
such limited choices.
White Rabbit specializes in
charcuterie boards — differ-

ent kinds of meats, cheeses,
fruits, vegetables and crostinis
designed to be shared. I love
shareable appetizers so I was
pretty excited to get one of these
boards, but with prices ranging
from $17-40 for a single board, it
just wasn’t in my budget.
I ended up ordering the loaded
brisket sandwich, which came
with a side of potato salad and
coleslaw. These side options
were new and refreshing, plus
the sandwich was good. The
bread was fresh and the au jus
was delicious, but I still left disappointed.
When leaving a new restaurant
I think you should be excited to
go back again, already planning
what you’ll order next time, but
I just didn’t feel like that as I left
White Rabbit.
As far as overall experience
goes, White Rabbit has created
a great atmosphere. If I ever go
there again, it will just be for a
late night beer instead of dinner.
Until they add more items to
their menu that aren’t so pretentious and lower their prices to a
more student-friendly market, I
can’t see anyone under 30 having
a great time there.
Maybe that’s their plan
altogether: to scare away the
students and give the adults
somewhere to play uptown.

HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

While promoting a great atmosphere, high prices will drive students away.

CLOTHING

Using fashion for a cause
Event offered opportunity to give back and have fun
ALANNA FAIREY
FEATURES EDITIOR

What began as a Conestoga College events management project
flared into something more.
Wilfrid Laurier University
graduate Robyn Maister and
three other classmates — Danielle Cummings, Victoria McCabe
and Julia Vallemaire — used their
event planning management
project to create a charity fashion
show at Maxwell’s Concerts
and Events, an endeavor that
had been in the works for three
months. The charity selected
by the group was KidsAbility,
who aim to help children with
physical and developmental disabilities.
“We chose KidsAbility because
of the positivity it radiates and it
gives back to the community as a
whole,” Maister said.
“As students we take things
for granted. We’re in university,
we’re in college and we’re so
fortunate. These children need
sponsors and donations.”
The fashion show received
monetary sponsors from M&M
Meat Shops and McKellar, as
well as clothing sponsors from
shops such as Stella & Dot and
Le Prix, which were included in
the show. All proceeds from the
donations went directly to the
charity, as well as everything
from the silent auction.
“Fortunately, we got a lot of

donations. We collected over
$2,000 worth of just silent auction prizes and it’s all aimed
towards our demographic of university students,” Maister said.
When they began to organize
the event, Maister and her group
visited a few different local
venues before they came to see
Maxwell’s, which had the intimate atmosphere they had been
hoping for.
“We walked in [to Maxwell’s]
and knew that it was studentfriendly and this area is childfriendly and we knew we could
make it happen.”
The venue used butterflies to
decorate, as they are a symbol
KidsAbility frequently uses. A
change of pace for the venue, a
runway had been incorporated
onto the stage.
“We wanted to mimic an
actual runway with the chairs
on the side and the stage at the
centre. We didn’t want to make
it too clustered because we do
have so many people coming,”
Maister said.
Crista Sedlacek was in the
same program as Maister and
had volunteered to be one of the
models for the evening, praising
the fun atmosphere and noble
charity.
“Its just something different
than just straight-faced modeling which I wouldn’t be able to
do. It’s just really fun to be able
to go out there and do whatever,”

“We wanted to mimic an
actual runway with the
chairs on the side and the
stage at the centre.”

-Robyn Maister, WLU graduate

Sedlacek said.
“I hope that even though
we’re done the program in April
that they’ll do something like
this again because it’s so much
fun and I think the audience is
loving it.”
Laurier student and football
player Ronnie Pfeffer, who also
volunteered to model for the
show, believed the show was an
opportunity to give back to the
community and get involved in
the charity. It was also a way to
make new connections.
“The best part would be the
charity and giving back as well as
meeting new friends and getting
along with everyone,” Pfeffer
said.
Because an event like this had
never been done at their school,
Maister had only expected
20 people to show up. To her
shock, there were 140 people in
attendance. She said this was a
testament to how much people
care about giving back.
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Grilled cheese cook-off
The Cord staff set out to see who can make the best grilled cheese and here’s what they cooked

Bruschetta Grilled Cheese
2 slices of sourdough bread
Shredded mozzarella cheese
Fresh basil
1 jar of President’s Choice tomato
and basil bruschetta topping
Butter or margarine
This sandwich is foolproof for
university students. The President’s
Choice tomato and basil bruschetta
topping is essentially bruschetta in
a jar. No one has time to make their
own bruschetta mix, so this product
gives you really tasty bruschetta
without all the work.
This sandwich is vegetarian,
but still so rich with flavour. The
fresh basil is essential, as it gives
this grilled cheese that earthy Italian smell and taste. Although you
can use any kind of cheese for this
recipe, mozzarella melts nicely —
that’s why it’s commonly used in
Italian dishes.
If you like bruschetta and bold
Italian flavors, you can’t go wrong
with this fun twist on the classic
grilled cheese.
— Bethany Bowles

Classic Grilled Cheese with a
Twist
2 slices of bread
2 slices havarti Cheese
2 slices havarti with jalapeño
Butter
1 slice of bacon
This is a take on the classic recipe
that focuses on perfecting the three
necessary elements to the grilled
cheese: fat, bread and cheese.
There is no better fat to cook with
for flavour than bacon fat. However
adding bacon to the sandwich itself
takes away from the proper gooey
aesthetic of the cheese, so the bacon
is best served on the side. The bread
has to be thick cut so it will take the
broiling, but not too dense so it will
properly soak up the bacon fat.
These ingredients go well with
a Carolina barbecue sauce rather
than ketchup. Havarti cheese is not
as sharp as cheddar and the bacon
fat makes the sandwich richer than
normal so a vinegary dipping sauce
cuts through the richness and perfects the meal.
— Mynt Marsellus

The Nelson

Kobi’s Krazy Grilled Cheesus

2 slices of rye bread
1 cup of grated extra old white cheddar
4 thin slices of jalapeño havarti
2 thick slices of salted pork belly.
1 minced garlic clove
1 tbsp of butter

2 slices Italian bread
Grated old cheddar
1 slice of Jarlsberg cheese
1 tbsp hot mustard
Butter
Dash of smoked paprika
Pepper
Dash of oregano

The inside of the Nelson is a culinary anomaly, with seared pork
belly, roasted garlic and the classic
extra old cheddar, blended in delectable proportion to create a rich
and savoury filling. Cohesiveness is
key with the Nelson. To compliment
the scrumptious inside is sesameencrusted rye bread, soaked in
garlic infused butter and wrapped in
caramelized jalapeno havarti to give
the sandwich a nice crunch.
While everyone else is preoccupied about what’s going on inside
their grilled cheese, it appears the
other competitors have forgotten
about the other half of the equation:
the outside. By striking balance in
its elements, the Nelson is clearly
the superior grilled cheese.
— Zach Guitor

The combination of the experience,
ingredients chosen and creativity
will bring my grilled cheese to the
forefront. The grilled cheese is a
classic dish, but it can be elevated to
unimaginable heights and it doesn’t
even need bacon to do it. I think my
dish reaches those heights.
Paprika is actually an ingredient
in the chosen hot mustard, so the
use of additional smoked paprika
within the grilled cheese will bring
forth several flavours.
Oregano and pepper as the additional garnishes will provide a fully
flavourful grilled cheese experience.
This is a classic grilled cheese with a
modern twist and will easily win the
hearts of all grilled cheese lovers.
— Kobi Lee

ALL PHOTOS BY HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR
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Students given a ‘shot’
BRYAN STEPHENS
ARTS & LIFE EDITOR

Returning to Waterloo for the
second time, The Shot showcased the region’s top vocal
talents this past Saturday.
The competition gives university and college students in
Kitchener-Waterloo the chance
to showcase their musical prowess and see if they have what it
takes to be famous.
“This is really an opportunity
for students to go through the
process and see what it is like
to be able to work with industry
professionals, receive industry
professionals’ feedback, mentoring, then being able to perform
in front of a large audience to
show their talents,” said Jared
Hippe, director of public relations for The Shot.
From March 14 to 21 they
hosted 65 auditions where
university and college students
could perform for 90 seconds

to a panel of judges. This year
also saw some changes in the
competition. Conestoga College students were allowed to
audition in addition to University
of Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier
University students.
He added with Canadian Idol
and Canada’s Got Talent no longer airing on television, The Shot
is filling a void in terms of offering an opportunity for people to
participate in a large-scale musical competition.
Hippe also stressed even
though there were nine finalists,
all of the students who auditioned showcased great talent.
“It was a lot of talent and great
performers and people who have
those kind of skills. It could have
had more then nine finalists. It
really is amazing to see the skill
level that people are at, even at a
young stage in their career.”
Choosing only nine finalists is
a testament to the hard choice
of narrowing it down from 65

applicants. Hippe said the judges
reached and “impasse” with only
selecting eight, they discussed
with the producer and director the proposal to have a ninth
contestant.
After an intense night of performances from the finalists on
Saturday night, Laurier student
James Downham emerged victorious. Hippe said Downham had
the “it” factor.
“There might have been a
sense that he was the frontrunner after the performances he
had. He delivered the most
energy and had an incredible
performance.”
“I think he’s definitely the deserving champion of The Shot,”
Hippe said. “The audience was
also receptive of that.”
Looking at the future of the
competition, Hippe said there
are plans for a third season next
school year, with two competitions held — one in the fall semester and another in the winter.
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COMING THIS SPRING
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The expansion of the Turret is as timely as it is exciting
The Wilfrid Laurier University
Students’ Union has recently
disclosed plans to expand the
Turret to accommodate an array
of events, ranging from wedding
receptions to corporate banquets.
This move will transform the
venue from what it currently is —
shabby and ill-equipped — into
a quality, multi-purpose centre
with the facilities to attract even
people from outside the Laurier
community.
In addition to this, the expansion will make way for additional
study space. Taking the current
condition of the Turret into consideration, these renovations are
very much appreciated.
With the exception of Turret
Saturdays and a few other weekend events, the space is seldom

used; and, even when used, the
horrible state of its facilities is
conspicuous even to the most
unobservant of people.
Although we question the
viability of the plan to attract
wedding banquets and other
presumably glamorous events,
we also recognize the general
benefits of renovating the space.
We need not stress the necessity of making more study spaces
available to students. And the
idea of a refurbished and bigger
Turret is exciting news for students, from those who are fed up
with long lineups on Saturday to
those who simply wonder about
the venue’s unappealing atmosphere.
We therefore contend that
renovating the Turret is undeniably a step in the right direction.

Addressing the proliferation of harassment on
St. Patrick’s Day
Another St. Patrick’s Day has
come and gone. As one might
expect, there was a flurry of
inebriated and delinquent young
adults wearing different shades
of green and parading the streets
of Waterloo in search of some
fun.
While this day might be innocuous and fun for many, it is
irritating for others.
The common complaints from
the university and the city are
usually centered on the use — or
misuse — of land and property:
littering, traffic, commotion,
damage to property and so on.
Seldom spoken about, however, are the many ways in which
harassment manifests on this
day.
On too many occasions these
jolly, inebriated and ‘Irish-forthe-day’ young adults leave
behind victims of harassment,
many of whom are women.
One such victim was a CBC
reporter who, while going about
her job, was confronted by
several of these young adults

screaming, “Fuck her right in the
pussy,” an online trend that is as
ridiculous as it is offensive.
This was not, however, some
isolated incident; it happened
right on Ezra and in the midst of
several other partygoers, none
of whom thought it necessary to
scold the young adults for confronting the reporter with such
profanity.
This situation has become
so bad that, out of fear of the
uncontrollable partygoers, many
stayed indoors for as long as they
can. Although it would be wrong
to assume such harassment only
occurs on big drinking holidays
like St. Patrick’s Day, it is undeniable that these acts are amplified
on such days.
Moving forward, the popular
discussions on the toxic effects
of St. Patrick’s Day and the focus
of the school and police should
not be limited to the misuse of
property; rather, it should take
into consideration a holistic
approach that includes harassment.

These unsigned editorials are based off informal discussions and then agreed
upon by the majority of The Cord’s editorial board, including the Editor-inChief and Opinion Editor. The arguments made may reference any facts that
have been made available through interviews, documents or other sources.
The views presented do not necessarily reflect those of The Cord’s volunteers,
staff or WLUSP.
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Learning your options
MARISSA EVANS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Teachers play huge formative
roles in the lives of students.
We can all think of at least a few
teachers who inspired us and
had a positive impact on our
lives as academics and members
of a community.
This being said, most of us can
also recall teachers who were
clearly there for the summers off
and benefits.
A couple weeks ago, teachers
colleges in Ontario sent out a
first wave of acceptance letters.
Do I know this because I applied
and I got in? No.
I know because all on the same
day, my Facebook newsfeed
was flooded with statuses about
people getting into teachers college.
I’m not against people celebrating their accomplishments
on Facebook, but I have reservations about people entering into
an already oversaturated industry for no apparent reason.
Everyone knows that there are
no teaching jobs in Ontario. This
begs the question: why are a vast
number of students still going to
school for an overly competitive
profession?
I feel as though students who
are on the cusp of graduating are
thinking, “I don’t know what to
do from here, and so I might as
well go to teachers college.”
This kind of rationale just rein-

forces my belief that the education system is doing a terrible job
of giving students an idea of what
other options are out there.
It was grade three and we
were supposed to go to school
dressed as what we wanted to
be when we grew up. While the
boys came in their assortment
of sports equipment, the girls
were dressed in business casual,
proud teachers-to-be. Looking
back, that’s not what is concerning.
Kids naturally try to emulate
the adults in their lives. The
problem is these same kids come
out of high school and even
worse, university, still thinking
that teaching is the only viable
career out there.
Our education system needs
to step up and invest in showing
students what other careers are
out there. But students need to
step up, too.
Graduating from university is
scary. There is a lot of pressure to
know where you’re going and to
get there fast.
Teaching is an attractive option when you get summers off,
benefits and decent pay. But to
me, those aren’t good enough
reasons.
I do not want my children to
be taught by teachers who are
only in education because “they
didn’t know what else to do.” I
want my children to be taught
by the people who know their
passion is in education and who
truly care about fostering a love
of learning.
Meanwhile, these passionate
teachers are going to have their
jobs taken away by those who
only became teachers for a lack

Our education system
needs to step up and
invest in showing students
what other careers are out
there.

of anything better to do.
If the disservice you’ll be doing to your peers and to future
students isn’t enough to make
you rethink applying to teachers
college, take into consideration
the fact that you are also selling
yourself short.
Don’t settle. It can be tempting, especially when you’ve spent
your entire arts education being
asked, “Oh, so you want to be a
teacher?” Don’t further perpetuate the misconception that the
only thing you can do with an
arts degree is teach.
Take some time off to figure
out where your interests lie.
Spend time volunteering, doing
an internship or job shadowing.
Be willing to tell people you are
taking time to find out where you
can best contribute to society.
This advice is as much for you
as it is for me as, I start to think
about what I’ll be doing after I
graduate.
I know that the summers off
and benefits won’t be worth it
when we’re dealing with a generation that doesn’t know how to
love learning because they didn’t
have teachers who taught them
how.
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Life as an international student
TARIQUE PLUMMER
OPINION COLUMNIST

They may look distinct, sound
dissimilar, appear taciturn and
socially hesitant, but if you strike
these from the equation, international students are no different
from domestic students.
They are heavily sought by
more economically developed
countries primarily because of
their diversity and the economic
benefits that come with that.
Policies have been drafted
just for them while programs
are being made and universities
are going above and beyond to
ensure they attract and capture
the best of them.
As glamourous as it might
sound to be regarded as an international student, there are some
significant and overwhelming
struggles these students face.
Some would dare to describe the
life of an international student as
analogous to a person at a beginner level swimming class being
tossed into the ocean and asked
to find their way.
These hardships are very palpable, and a social, cultural and
academic examination of the
life of these students would go a
long way in making life easier on
them.
First of all, if you ask any student about their best university
memories, the likely answer will
include a few sentimental sen-

tences about the vital friendships
they’ve made. A 2013 survey
conducted by the Canadian Bureau of International Education
showed 58 per cent of international students reported having
few to no Canadian friends.
This statistic does a poor job of
capturing how depressing it is to
set out alone to a country, without having people with whom
you can share your experiences.
International students don’t
always have the luxury of going
home, and the only time they get
to see family is through a virtual
experience on the Internet.
Secondly, the language barrier is another problem faced by
international students, and because of this they cannot interact
freely with domestic students.
Most international students, in
Canada particularly, come from
a country in which English is not
their mother tongue.
The consistent application
of a language you study in the
classroom as a subject is now
your main survival tool. Can you
imagine that? This is where the
difficulty arises.
Elocution — or the lack, thereof — breeds insecurity and fear
into the hearts of these students.
Thus, they limit their interaction
with the domestic populace and
stick to other international students or just proceed as a loner.
Often times, they will ask you
to repeat what you say, look
confused when certain jokes
are made and spend a long
time thinking before they offer
an answer. The emotional toll
snowballs with each passing day
and this is what they are forced

MOYOSORE AREWA/FILE PHOTO

to endure.
Thirdly, there is the problem
of academic disparity. Some
friends here have told me the
educational system in Canada
places great emphasis on critical
thinking, problem solving, and to
a great extent application.
In comparison, the emphasis
back home might have been on
passing examinations or memorizing and regurgitating content.
As a result of this, international
students have struggled to
modify their learning style.
There is so much money
invested in these students that
one bad grade sends them spiraling into an abyss of depression.
Paying approximately four times
the domestic tuition can do that
to a student. It is understandable
though — their families back
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home really want them to do
well, as they are the symbolism
of hope, a better life and change.
However, the stress does become
unbearable which therefore encourages these students to seek
ways of coping.
Interestingly, the Canadian
government indicated that international students contributed $8
billion to the country’s economy.
Australia had a much more impressive figure — $18 billion to
be precise.
This greatly explains the
reason foreign students are so
heavily sought.
Finally, the culture shock
stares each international student
down upon entry. Many things in
their adopted home is unfamiliar
and even a four-year-old child
knows more than the student at

that point. Ordinary things have
to be learned. Simple things
such as going grocery shopping,
taking the bus, paying bills and
buying winter coats are just a few
of these struggles.
Nevertheless, there are positives. The international student
who is an optimist views each
day as an adventure, eagerly
learns what they need to, and
embraces the challenges as they
come. They operate freely and try
not to allow themselves to feel
pressured. They typically harbour a strong desire to be fully
integrated in the society.
As an international student,
I wish the transition was easier,
but I am very much appreciative
of the opportunity to grow and
actualize my dreams in a country
I will soon call home.

A brand new era
EFA ABRAHAM
OPINION COLUMNIST

In the wake of the dot-com
bubble, the 2000s ushered in
a period of various economic
structural changes in the music
industry. Digital downloads
began to replace formats such as
CDs, cassettes and vinyl records.
Aggregate sales were on the
decline as piracy became more
prevalent through peer-to-peer
networks.
The struggle also metamorphosed in this Internet age; now
ranging from strangers on the
street handing out mix tapes to
the even more intrusive online
music spammer. The newfound
ease of music consumption and
production brought about a level
of saturation within the music
industry. The processes became less costly, and naturally,
upcoming artists were quick to
grab the manna as it dropped
from the skies. On one hand,
music became much more diverse; multiple sub-genres were
formed, self-expression was on
the rise and it was easier to seek
out new forms of music. On the
other hand album sales took a
hit, decreasing by $8.3 billion

between 1999 and 2009. This led
artists to increasingly seek out
more profitable avenues through
touring, merchandising and
corporate endorsements.
In addition to the decreased
sales, music labels have become
less relevant. Much of what was
exclusively handled by labels in
the past can now be done from
the comfort of one’s home at an
even faster rate.
There are some opportunities,
however, for established artists
to expand their global presence
and reach previously untapped
markets.
Platforms like YouTube, Twitter and Vine have played an
integral role in this expansion.
Artists effortlessly communicate
with fans and receive real time
feedback on their music.
The stage is bigger than it’s
ever been, yet everyone is still
trying to figure out how to get
into the limelight. Upcoming artists are struggling and
desperately resorting to all sorts
of gimmicks, while the more
established artists warily attempt
to hold on to their respective
crowns.
The Internet is an unpredictable beast and everyone is just
trying to keep up. In the coming
years, the music industry is only
going to get more competitive
and with that, some of the more
traditional dynamics will only
continue to break down.
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Dear Life
Dear Life is your opportunity to
write a letter to your life, allowing
you to vent your anger with life’s
little frustrations in a completely
public forum.
All submissions to Dear Life
are anonymous, should be no
longer than 100 words and must
be addressed to your life. Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday
at noon each week.
Dear Life,
Upon graduating from Laurier, I
continued my academic career
at another institution. Around
noon I asked where all the drunk
people celebrating St. Patty’s
Day were. They looked at me and
promptly told me “it’s a Tuesday
… Who the fuck gets drunk in the
middle of the day on a Tuesday?”
Needless to say the day was SIGNIFICANTLY less entertaining
than I had anticipated.
Sincerely,
Drunk People-Watcher
Dear Life,
Dr. Max Blouw earns over 300k,
while tenure staff earn just over
100k.
The only joke I see are the people
kidding themselves that these
operating cuts to indispensable
staff will improve WLU.

Sincerely,
Building Canada’s Best Business
School
Dear green-clad hordes,
Recreational fire-alarm pulling
isn’t fun. Or funny. I’m sure the
people with genuine emergencies yesterday afternoon appreciated your oh-so-clever diversion
of fire personnel to Bricker. I
know the students who actually
came to class to learn something
and wound up standing on the
street instead certainly did.
I suppose I should be glad no
one sexually harassed me this
year. Too bad the CBC reporter
on site wasn’t so lucky!
Sincerely,
Hates Teaching At A Party School
Dear Life,
Why do you have to go and make
things so complicated?
I see the way you’re acting like
you’re somebody else
Gets me frustrated
Life’s like this
You, you fall and you crawl and
you break
And you take what you get and
you turn it into honesty
You promised me I’m never
gonna find you fake it
No, no, no
Sincerely,
Your girl Avril
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CURLING

Settling for
silver at home
Golden Bears take gold at nationals
DREW YATES
STAFF WRITER

For fourth-year vice Richard
Krell and the Wilfrid Laurier
University men’s curling team,
capturing the Canadian Interuniversity Sport silver medal was
the result of a four-year building
project for the squad.
The members of the rink,
fourth-year lead Fraser Reid,
third-year second Spencer Nuttall and fourth-year skip Aaron
Squires, lost a close match to the
Alberta Golden Bears, 6-4 in 10
ends.
“It’s kind of like an accumulation of all the time and hard work
and effort that we put into this. I
think the synergy really built in
between the four of us and we’re
obviously really thrilled to be
where we are,” Krell said after the
gold medal game.
The rink built on their CIS
bronze medal performance last
year and dominated the university circuit this season, finishing
with a staggering 21-4 record

against CIS opponents.
“I feel pretty satisfied. I
thought the boys really brought
it all together during the week
and they elevated their level of
play significantly. It was the best
I’ve seen them curl all year,” head
coach Glenn Paulley said.
“They responded to the challenge with their best performances and the best performances that I can hope for.”
The game remained tight with
both teams trading a single each
and blanking ends up until the
halfway point of the draw. In the
sixth, Squires made an uncharacteristic mistake while going
for the inside-out tap, where the
rock flashed and allowed Alberta
to score two.
The Golden Bears took another
double after forcing Laurier to
pick up a single to take a 5-2 lead
after eight ends.
The Hawks picked up another
double to bring them within a
point and after lying two in the
house Alberta’s skip, Thomas
Scoffin, threw a tap for the win.

HEATHER DAVIDSON/PHOTO EDITOR

Skip Aaron Squires (middle), delivers the rock from the hack while Fraser Reid (L) and Spencer Nuttall (R) sweep.

“We had a great setup that
end,” Krell said. “I think my rock
slipped a little too deep on the
T-Line and Thomas [Scoffin]
made a great tap, Aaron [Squires]
made a great hit on top of that
and Thomas had to make a really
nice shot.”
The squad opened up the day
with a commanding 9-2 victory
over the Saint Mary’s Huskies.
During the fourth end, the Golden Hawks sat five in the house
without hammer, forcing Huskies

skip Scott Babin to draw for one.
Unfortunately for Babin, their
rock went heavy and wide, giving
Laurier an 8-1 lead coming into
the fifth end and eventually the
victory.
Reid, Krell and Squires were
also named first team all-Canadians, while Nuttall earned second team all-Canadian honours.
Paulley praised the men for
their performance during the
tournament as well as their accomplishments throughout the

season.
As for next year, all of the
athletes have confirmed they are
returning to the team.
“I’m pretty thrilled that the
guys have all decided that they
are going to return for another
year of varsity play and going forward I can only expect that they
are going to get better and they
are going to improve and for next
year I like our chances at both
OUAs and CIS moving forward,”
Paulley said.

CURLING
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Carly Howard and Kerilynn Mathers celebrate playing their last game after a 8-3 victory over the Prince Edward Island University Panthers on Saturday afternoon at the K-W Granite club.

Claiming bronze for second straight year
DREW YATES
STAFF WRITER

The Wilfrid Laurier University
women’s curling team repeated
last year’s performance as they
captured the Canadian Interuniversity Sport bronze medal with
an 8-3 victory over the University
of Prince Edward Island.
The rink, consisting of secondyear lead Chelsea Brandwood,
third-year second Evangeline
Fortier, third-year vice Kerilynn
Mathers and third-year skip
Carly Howard, captured their
second straight CIS medal on
March 21.
“[I’m] extremely happy with
the outcome actually. I’m very
happy with the performance of
the team and I’m very happy
with the outcome in terms of
medaling again for the second

straight year,” head coach Jason
Rice said.
The women’s squad ran into
some bad luck in the semifinal
draw against the University of
Alberta Pandas.
Down 5-1 in the eighth, the
Hawks had an opportunity to
score a rare triple against Alberta
skip Kelsey Rocque, but a tap
shot by Howard wasn’t enough
to keep the draw close.
The Hawks settled for a single
point and Alberta ran Laurier out
of rocks in the next end, sending
the Hawks to the bronze medal
game.
“We were disappointed after
the first game. We felt like we
played a great second half so
we came out of that with a bit
of momentum,” Mathers said.
“Obviously it wasn’t a win but
we feel like we played a great

“It’s amazing, and they
work so hard — I’m so
proud of all of them.”

-Kerilynn Mathers, vice

second half so we figured, ‘You
know what, we have a chance to
play for a medal and we’d much
rather leave here with a medal
than no medal.’ ”
The rink rebounded back in
the bronze medal game against
UPEI.
The draw remained tight,
with both rinks trading singles
through the first half of the game.

It wasn’t until the seventh end
when UPEI skip Veronica Smith
was heavy on her draw, giving
Howard a chance to draw for
three.
The Hawks came away with
a double to take the lead and
followed up with a huge fourpoint end to take a commanding 8-2 lead after eight ends.
UPEI picked up a single with the
hammer in the ninth, sealing the
victory and a bronze medal for
the Golden Hawks.
The season marks the end of
an era for Mathers and Howard,
who both played their last games
as Golden Hawks Saturday
afternoon.
The duo helped the rink
capture two OUA golds and two
CIS bronze medals during their
tenure.
“It’s amazing, and they work

so hard — I’m so proud of all of
them,” Mathers said of the team.
“It’s bittersweet being the last
year obviously. It’s great to leave
with a bronze medal but it’s also
hard to walk off the ice and you
know that’s your last game as a
Golden Hawk.”
Looking forward, Rice is confident that with the amount of talent the program has, the varsity
team will remain competitive
next year.
He is confident that the talent coming through the system
throughout the next couple of
seasons at Laurier will contribute
to more success at the national
level.
“We have lots of good talent
here and coming up into the upcoming season, we fully anticipate that we will be competitive
again next season,” he said.
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Hawks to help abroad
WILL PROWSE
STAFF WRITER

Two Golden Hawks are setting
out on a trip to do good deeds for
the less fortunate.
Wilfrid Laurier University basketball players Kaitlyn Schenck
and Alex Spadaro have teamed
up with humanitarian organization, The New World Community,
to plan a week-long mission trip
to the Dominican Republic starting April 28.
The trip will see Schenck,
Spadaro and eight others build
houses and schools for impoverished Dominicans in the San José
de Ocoa province.
For Schenck, the trip represents an opportunity for personal
growth and understanding.
“We’re so fortunate and I think
we don’t realize how fortunate
we are until we go into a situation
like what Alex and I are doing,
and you come back and appreciate everything you have so much
more and you appreciate every
day you’re able to have clean water or a roof over your head,” said
the third-year guard.
“The things we take for granted
are incredible and it’s amazing

for us to have the opportunity for
us to go over there and help the
less fortunate.”
Having been introduced to
the NWC by a friend and boss,
Schenck and Spadaro joined a
group of university students planning to visit San José de Ocoa.
“I’ve traveled before, but it’s
always been with my family or
people that I know, so it’s kind
of weird going off together with
people that we’re not that close
with to somewhere we don’t
know,” said Spadaro, a secondyear forward.
“To do it in a big group was also
a huge enticing factor for us,” she
added.
Through a series of fundraising events including snack sales,
gift auctions and donations, the
Golden Hawk duo has collected
around half of their monetary
goal for the trip.
Tapping into businesses
around the community for contributions has proved fruitful, as
businesses like Sobeys and WalMart have pitched in with gift
cards for auctions. The Laurier
community has also played a
large role by pitching in.
“[Dean of students emeritus]

Fred Nichols was amazing and
donated Raptors tickets – we
were able to do a silent auction
and raise about $1,000 on those
alone,” said Schenck.
The basketball season presents
a challenge in terms of scheduling. With their commitment
to their team, exams and their
respective summer league teams,
the pair was lucky to find a week
in which to make their voyage.
“With basketball if you want
to go on a trip you have maybe
a week, and maybe there’s not a
trip leaving when you’re available,” said Spadaro.
The trip is an opportunity for
the Schenck and Spadaro to step
out of their comfort zones socially
and also work closely with issues
that often go unnoticed in the
lives of university students.
“We travel to those countries,
but we’re also on a resort and we
don’t see the life off of the resort
… it’s incredibly different how life
is lived over there compared to
resorts because we only see what
we want to see,” added Schenck.
“It is a bit scary because you
don’t know the impact it’s going
to have and how much it’s going
to touch your heart.”
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Kaitlyn Schenck (L) and Alex Spedaro (R) are headed to the Dominican.

FOOTBALL

Preseason date with Saskatchewan set
DANIEL JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER

The preseason schedule for the
Wilfrid Laurier University football team has been announced
and the University of Saskatchewan Huskies are on the docket.
Laurier has not faced them since
the 2005 Vanier Cup where the
Hawks came on top by one point
in the 23-24 game.
Head coach Michael Faulds
expressed his excitement about
the game in August.
”It’s going to be really exciting
for our team,” he said. “We’ll fly
over to Saskatchewan and play a
preseason game against a really
good team from Canada west.”
This grudge match holds a
different standing because it’s a
preseason game. According to
Faulds, these games are more
about evaluating talent and the
running system than the scores.
“When its preseason you’re

really just go out there trying to
improve and test and see where
some of our younger players are
going to be,” he said. “So it’s the
type of situation that sometimes
you won’t even play your best
players because you already
know what they can do. It’s more
for those second and third string
guys to see who is [the] most
game ready.”
Despite the mindset of the
players and coaches, fans want
the hard-hitting battles of the
regular season or even playoffs.
However Faulds said he believes
risking injury before the season
starts is counterproductive.
“Obviously everyone in the
stands will be wearing the green
and Saskatchewan is a really
great football province, but a
both teams are just going to
want to leave the game healthy
because this game doesn’t count
in the standings,” he said.
After the 2005 game Laurier
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Men’s football will travel to Saskatchewan to play the Huskies on August

and Saskatchewan have been
on different paths. The Huskies
haven’t dropped below a .500
record, while the Golden Hawks
have just made strides to get to
a record of 4-4. However, the

discrepancy in the past decade
does not worry Faulds.
“You have take every season as
a new season — you take every
game as a new opportunity.
We’re not ones to look at the
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past. Obviously it’s cool to look at
the 10-year anniversary of a great
football team here at Laurier, but
were trying to put our own stamp
on the 2015 season,” he said.
No one on the current roster
has played a snap against the
Huskies, something Faulds does
not believe changes much.
“You just prepare them like
any other game. So really every
single year you’re going to have
30 players that don’t have experience against anyone because
there all new to your school,” he
said.
Faulds wants his players to do
two very simple things. If these
are done correctly then wining
will happen in the process, he
said.
“You want to have your guys
communicate well within the
system and be able to execute at
a high level,” he said.
The kickoff is set for 7 p.m. on
Aug. 21 at Griffiths Stadium.
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